Program Executive Office
Enterprise Information Systems

Products & Services
Program Executive Office Enterprise Information Systems (PEO EIS) provides the information technology network and day-to-day business systems that the Army needs to do its job, every day. Our diverse portfolio of 37 product offices and 71 acquisition programs support Army and DOD communications, logistics, medical, finance, personnel, training and enterprise services. From logisticians managing the Army’s depots, to medics transmitting a wounded Soldier’s vital signs in Afghanistan, and engineers building a high-speed IT network in the Republic of Korea, PEO EIS programs support every Soldier, every day, around the world.

Ms. Chérie Smith, Program Executive Officer

BUSINESS MISSION AREA

Assistant PEO – Business Mission Area
COL Ed Barker, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-1027

Army Enterprise Systems Integration Program (AESIP)
COL Robert Mikesh, Arlington, VA (703) 545-6678
AESIP provides ERP enterprise hub services, centralized master data management and business intelligence reporting and is a critical component system for the Army’s audit readiness efforts.

» Global Combat Support System – Army (GCSS-Army)
LTC Preston Hayward, Fort Lee, VA (804) 734-5600
GCSS-Army is the property accountability system of record for the Army, providing property book, supply operations, tactical maintenance, logistics management and associated tactical finance functionality.

» Aviation Logistics
Mr. Danny Mahan, Redstone Arsenal, AL (256) 842-7444
Aviation Logistics will integrate aviation into the Army enterprise and provide commanders at the highest level near real-time visibility of aviation assets. The system will simplify maintenance business processes, comply with DOD auditability policy and will have the capability for component level aviation fleet maintenance and management in the enterprise. It will expand near real-time readability reporting and aviation-specific centralized/integrated maintenance and fleet management data while enhancing business intelligence/business warehouse decision analytics for brigade and below for maintenance, finance and property.

» Logistics Modernization Program (LMP)
Mr. Gabriel Saliba, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ (703) 545-6925
LMP supports the national-level logistics mission to develop, acquire, field and sustain the Army’s equipment and services. It provides a fully integrated suite of software and business solutions with streamlined data on maintenance, repair, overhaul, planning, finance, acquisition, supplies, spare parts, services and materiel.

» Automated Movement and Identification Solutions (AMIS)
Mr. James Alexander, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-0422
AMIS delivers and sustains automatic identification technology (AIT) and automated transportation solutions to the DOD, NATO and coalition partners, with procurement and technical services related to the acquisition, operation and management of transportation, AIT and in-transit visibility (ITV) infrastructure.

» Logistics Information Systems (LIS)
Mr. Ricky Daniels, Fort Lee, VA (804) 765-1153
LIS performs the lifecycle management of all functional and technical aspects of current Army tactical logistics information systems.

» AESIP Hub
Ms. Nancy Richardson, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 545-9205
AESIP Hub serves as the data exchange broker integrating ERP and non-ERP systems across 230+ trading partners. It provides common integrated data and application services to 17,243 unique users, supporting 900K+ daily transactions. AESIP Hub integrates Army business processes by providing a single source for enterprise hub services, centralized master data management and business intelligence/business warehouse.

General Fund Enterprise Business System (GFEBS)
COL Donald Burton, Arlington, VA (703) 545-8816
GFEBS Development and Modernization (DevMod): Ms. Heather Putman, Arlington, VA (703) 545-8816
GFEBS – Sensitive Activities (SA): LTC Christine Youngquist, Arlington, VA (703) 545-8816
GFEBS, including GFEBS DevMod and GFEBS-SA, develops, acquires, integrates, deploys and sustains enterprise-wide financial and procurement management capabilities to support the Army’s current and future missions. This web-enabled financial accounting and asset management system standardizes, streamlines and shares critical data across the active Army, the U.S. Army National Guard (ARNG) and U.S. Army Reserve (USAR).
Integrated Personnel and Pay System – Army (IPPS-A)
COL James (Darby) McNulty, Arlington, VA (703) 545-2687
IPPS-A Increment II: LTC Laverne Amara, Arlington, VA (703) 545-3350
IPPS-A Increment II Sensitive Activities: Mr. Kevin Curry, Arlington, VA (703) 545-5116
IPPS-A, including IPPS-A Increment II and IPPS-A Increment II Sensitive Activities, will provide the Army with an integrated, multi-component, personnel and pay system that streamlines Army human resources, enhances the efficiency and accuracy of Army personnel and pay procedures and supports Soldiers and their families.

Army Human Resource Systems (AHRS)
Mr. Peter Travis, Arlington, VA (703) 545-3096
AHRS provides Soldiers with modern, cost-effective and interoperable HR solutions; supports strategic and tactical management of Soldiers in a suite of global, networked, interactive and accurate military personnel systems performing Soldier accountability, strength accounting and personnel services; and procures and fields automation equipment for HR field operations.

Medical Communications for Combat Casualty Care (MC4)
Mr. Tracy Ellis, Fort Detrick, MD (301) 619-7858
MC4 integrates and fields the capability to digitally capture medical treatment data in operational environments, enhancing continuity of care and enabling a comprehensive lifelong electronic medical record for all Soldiers.

Reserve Component Automation Systems (RCAS)/Force Management System (FMS)
Mr. Sajjan (Saj) George, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-3095
RCAS provides integrated, web-based software solutions and support services for the U.S. Army National Guard and the Army Reserve to maintain mobilization, safety, personnel and force authorization requirements. RCAS provides IT infrastructure design and implementation to the Army Reserve Command's military construction projects.
FMS provides IT modernization and integration solutions in support of the Army's G-3 force structure portfolio mission. The system focuses on transformational cloud solutions by leveraging virtualization and Global Force Management Data Initiatives for the DOD and the Army enterprise.

Enterprise Information Environment Mission Area
Assistant PEO – Networks, Cyber and Services
Mr. Dan Joyce, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-3836

Defense Communications and Army Transmission Systems (DCATS)
COL Enrique Costas, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-9126
DCATS acquires, implements and sustains strategic satellite and terrestrial communications technologies for the Army, DOD, National Command Authority and international partners. DCATS transforms network infrastructure and services for the Army's Global Network Construct/LandWarNet and the DOD's Joint Information Environment.

Wideband Enterprise Satellite Systems (WESS)
LTC Anthony Whitfield, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-0583
WESS develops, acquires, fields and sustains satellite systems for the DOD and the joint community.

Power Projection Enablers (P2E)
LTC Howard Donaldson, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-8651
P2E delivers capabilities across the full spectrum of network and information services for a globally connected Army. P2E solutions ensure that Soldiers, commands and supporting organizations can access, process and act upon information anytime, anywhere, across all phases of joint and combined operations.

Installation Information Infrastructure Modernization Program (I3MP)
Mr. Victor Hernandez, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-9000
I3MP modernizes the Army's IT infrastructure and supports life cycle management of continental U.S. installation campus area networks and strategic command centers.
Land Mobile Radio (LMR)
Mr. Patrick Barnette, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-1029
LMR acquires, manages and delivers communication systems that support public safety, as well as unit and base operations.

Defensive Cyber Operations (DCO)
COL Chad Harris, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-8626
DCO provides defensive cyber capability to the Soldier, at the speed of relevance. It protects against, detects, mitigates and responds to anomalous network activity generated by cyber threats.

Cyber Platforms and Systems (CPS)
LTC Scott Helmore, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-8822
CPS provides total lifecycle management capability to the force. Its portfolio consists of the garrison DCO platform, deployable DCO systems, DCO tool suite, forensics and malware, and advanced systems.

Cyber Analytics and Detection (CAD)
LTC Leilani Tydingco-Amarante, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-1150
CAD manages a diverse portfolio of capabilities that analyze and detect external and internal cyber threats to the Army. It delivers solutions to Army Cyber Protection Teams to fight and win the Army’s cyber war. Capabilities include user activity monitoring, cyber analytics, DCO mission planning, threat emulation and threat discovery.

Allied Information Technology (AIT)
Mr. Andrew Strand, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 806-3654
AIT supports the Army’s security assistance mission by developing, delivering and sustaining non-standard command, control, communications, computers and intelligence capabilities on behalf of foreign allies and partner nations around the globe, primarily through the foreign military sales process, but also under the auspices of various building partner capacity programs, congressionally-mandated funding initiatives and other security cooperation enterprise activities.

Enterprise Services (ES)
Mr. Thomas Neff, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 704-1600
ES creates, delivers and sustains enterprise-level IT services that enable end-to-end communication, collaboration, messaging, content management and application hosting across the Army.

Acquisition, Logistics and Technology Enterprise Systems and Services (ALTESS)
Mr. Timothy Hale, Radford, VA (800) 981-3234
ALTESS provides technology, expertise and world-class IT services to the DOD through effective and efficient data center operations in a secure environment.

Army Enterprise Staff Management System (AESMS)
Mr. GW Burnside II, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 704-3476
AESMS procures, develops, delivers and sustains staff management task tracking and correspondence solutions that enable end-to-end communication, collaboration and application hosting across the Army.

Human Resource Solutions (HR Solutions)
Mr. Brent Thomas, Fort Knox, KY (502) 624-4112
HR Solutions provides centralized acquisition management and dedicated professional support of knowledge-based services for the Army and DOD.

Computer Hardware, Enterprise Software and Solutions (CHESS)
Mr. Doug Haskin, Fort Belvoir, VA (888) 232-4405
CHESS develops, implements and manages commercial IT contracts that leverage the Army’s buying power to provide enterprise-wide, net-centric hardware, software and support services.

Enterprise Computing (EC)
Mr. Palmer Mitchell, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 704-3727
EC delivers future-focused and cloud solutions that modernize and optimize enterprise IT activities through cost-effective and policy-compliant delivery of cutting edge infrastructure services.

Enterprise Content Collaboration and Messaging (EC2M)
Ms. Sarah Bearden, Fort Belvoir, VA (703) 704-3727
EC2M increases efficiencies and aligns resources to deliver and sustain enterprise-level IT communications, enabling end-to-end collaboration, messaging and content management.